ICANN Has Blocked Adobe Connect DNS Abuse Webinar from Public Viewing:

Webinar: "Statistical Analysis of DNS Abuse in gTLDs" (SADAG) Study - ICANN[icann.org]: "...Recordings of the webinars will be published on the New gTLD DNS Abuse Review page [newgtlds.icann.org]." -- like leads to [newgtlds.icann.org/en/reviews/cct/dns-abuse] and the link to the webinar 14:00 is shown--

- 14:00 UTC
  - Web Conference Recording
- 04:00 UTC
  - Web Conference Recording

Both recordings require an ICANN user name and password -- if ANY of you want to give me YOUR user name and password, I will be glad to publish it so the GENERAL PUBLIC can view the videos. Otherwise somebody at ICANN ought to do their job correctly and UNBLOCK the videos. **THE PUBLIC COMMENT period ENDS September 19.** I tried to get ICANN technical and general support to fix this earlier today and someone at general support told me "they would have to look into it." CASE NUMBER: [redacted]

It is **UNBELIEVABLE** how **INCOMPETENT** ICANN is!
Please advise ASAP!

John Poole, domain name registrant and editor,